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-Mahesh Gatade - 11:05 AM

Q: What's upgrade path from 4.0 to 4.5

-Melanie Giuliani - 11:48 AM

A: we are providing support for upgrades for 4.2-4.3 to 4.5, so you will need to upgrade to 4.2 or 4.3 before you can then make the move to 4.5-

-Vinay Andareddy - 11:16 AM

Q: Is DD and Profiling works for only relational DB or Object Oriented DB too?

-Melanie Giuliani - 11:49 AM

A: we do not have support for object oriented db right now, but you can reach out to Deba privately to see if there's a workaround-

-Peter De Zutter - 11:37 AM

Q: Can we multiple select several tables from the heat map to confirm? When dealing with data sources with lots of tables, you need a trained monkey to confirm all the tables

-Melanie Giuliani - 11:50 AM

A: No you cannot multiple select. Deba is providing the reasoning for that right now.-

-Vinay Andareddy - 11:43 AM

Q: Find and REServe - what if if testers can use data reserved for others with out asking - if they can see the data reserved to others

-Vinay Andareddy - 11:45 AM

Q: Got answer for Find and Reserve - Thanks :) 

-Melanie Giuliani - 11:46 AM

A: great! :)-

-Vinay Andareddy - 11:48 AM
Q: Can we do Subset and Mask at same time?

   -Melanie Giuliani - 11:52 AM

   A: You need to first subset and then mask. you cannot do them at the same time on the same data set.

   -Vinay Andreddy - 11:51 AM

Q: I have a requirement to connect to Rac Server DB via IPs from CA TDM portal. i can see this option in CA Datamaker and Subset tool but not in CA TDM portal.

   -Melanie Giuliani - 11:53 AM

   A: this is something you should add as an idea in the communities. if you could reach out to Deba with some explanation of the requirements, he can better understand what it is you're looking for.